
dave king dip arch FRIBA FRSA

co-founder (with jonathan falkingham) shedkm 1997 - 2017
co-founder (with rod mcallister) king mcallister 1990 - 1997 
lecturer at the liverpool school of architecture 1977 - 1992
architect at arup associates 1970 - 1977 (portsmouth naval base)
architect with sir denys lasdun 1964 - 1970 (national theatre, UEA)
has also worked for norman foster & ABK (stansted, IOW hospital)

lectured at liverpool, manchester, sheffield, bartlett, dundee, edinburgh
visiting tutor at portsmouth, southbank, dundee, LMJU, huddersfield
served on RIBA regional & national committees (inc PLACES MATTER)
LAS (liverpool architectural society) lifetime award for architecture 2008 
chair RIBA northwest region awards panel 2015
appointed visiting professor university of liverpool 2016
awarded an RIBA fellowship 2016

produced architecture films for the RIBA, arup, ibstock (UK & USA)

designer of the widely published new studio for the liverpool school 
of architecture completed 1989.  with king mcallister (KM) winner 
of RIBA civic trust & other awards.  also shedkm has won up 100 
awards in the period 1997 - 2017 with numerous reviews and 
articles about the practice.

work published in AR (architectural review), DOMUS, DETAIL,
AJ, AD, BD, CAUE (haut savoie), RIBAJ, sunday supplements etc

designed written and produced 5 books - yellow, blue 
& red, shedkm 20 years and ‘under the radar’.  columnist for the AJ
(architects journal) 1991. has written building reviews for AD (architectural 
design), RIBA journal, BD.  

married with 3 children. lifetime involvement with sailing - joint owner 
of the french built RM 890 ‘MIRO’ (actual boat tested and published
in practical boatowner aug 2016) - keen skier & photographer.

335 ben jonson house
barbican. london
EC2Y 8NQ
(flat 335 reviewed in the barbican book ‘residents’ 2016)

telephone +44 (0) 795 895 4505
e-mail dave.ec2y8nq@me.com

115 golden lane london EC1Y 0TJ
61a bold st liverpool L1 4EZ
www.shedkm.co.uk  daveking-architect.com


